AIPS0 welcomes the move to normalize USA- Cuba relations

The All India Peace & Solidarity Organisation welcomes the move to normalize the relations between USA and Cuba in many areas that include also establishment of diplomatic relations between the two countries. This move is recognition of the struggle of the Cuban people and worldwide solidarity movements that demanded for long to lift the inhuman blockade, release of five Cuban patriots from American jail, stopping of all kinds of conspiracies and to have friendly relations between the people of Cuba and USA. It is heartening that at last, President Obama has admitted to the futility of US administration’s long standing and completely irrational and inhuman Cuban policy highlighted by blockade.

The issue of lifting of embargo is remaining a big question and there is every possibility that the right wing Republican members can jeopardise the whole process of normalization with Cuba.

AIPS0 hopes that the people of America will do their best to foil the move of the right wing politicians as the 56-year old blockade has been proved inhuman and isolated USA in the international community.

While extending its greetings to the people of Cuba on this occasion AIPS0 will redouble its efforts to mobilize the people of India till the Cuban people achieved their final victory against the inhuman blockade.
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